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I’ve created or modified over 340 building services contracts in just about every type of industry
and building since 1973—that’s over 40 years. I’ve facilitated, trained and advised clients of with
125,000,000 square feet and portfolios of over 6,000 buildings. After hundreds of articles, speaking
engagements, white-papers and several books, it is clear to me that the way building services are
purchased can gain or lose the benefits available to the buyer. Here are some typical comments
we encounter. Where do you stand?

We’re managing by complaint and we never get ahead of them!
There is no data and no performance measures anyone uses. More
complaints mean more spending. This is out of control!
COO –National REIT

“I got a great price; then I got bad service. What’s wrong with this
picture? All I want is results.
University Director of Facilities

“Nothing about this
performance is sustainable.
We’ve got to change the
way we are buying these
services.”
Vice President of Facilities – Utility

“Purchasing has been using the same specification for
10 years, or longer (before my time). It’s not about
how often the cleaners do things; I want results for our
clients. I want clean buildings, few, if any, complaints,
and a happy boss. Yes, and I want it at a decent price.
Am I asking for too much?”
Portfolio Vice President - Property Management Company

Well, you get the idea. But, what to do? The challenge is to find a practical buying guide to avoid
potential losses and service failures many encounter and finding more buyer benefits. I wrote
this Performance-Based Outsourcing White-paper to share what I’ve learned over the years and
provide an informative journey through the logic and strategies which underline the achievement
of both value and performance.

A Strategy for Having it All!
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Having It All
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What makes a buying strategy a success? Answer: wouldn’t having it all would be remarkable!
And the great thing about a Performance-Based Contracting and management strategy is that you
really can “have it all”

• Increasing value through
budget reduction
• You’ve become an industry
leader
• Assured internal or
external stakeholder
support for your program

• You have a professional
buyer-vendor relationship
• Assuring a responsive
contractor who is easy to
work with
• Establish self-motivating
mechanisms to improve
contractor performance

• A healthy indoor
environment

• An active, performancefocused training system

• Safe working conditions
for the building staff

• Clear objective, verifiable
performance metrics

• Your service program
is environmentally
sustainable
• Low service system carbon
footprint
• LEED innovation points

Verifiable Metrics

Healthier Buildings

Cleaner Buildings

• Satisfied customers/staff

Contractor Relationship

What could that mean to you?

• Measured improvement for
key performance measures
• Greater contractor
accountability
• Establishment of a factbased, data-driven decision
process

Overall you get a cleaner looking building, with a great
image, low visible soil and organic load
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PBC Versus
Traditional
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So, how does PBC compare to Traditional Outsourcing? Less than perfect past experience with
building service providers can make buyers wary about how they approach the contracting event.
Their first instinct is to be very closely involved in specifying all the task and frequency processes,
sometimes including products, labor and other resources

Traditional Relationship

Performance Relationship

Traditionally building services often begins
with the question, “How is (was) building
done before?” with a clear focus on ‘how’.Its
about what to do and how often to do it.

With introduction of PBC, the focus has
shifted thinking to specifying outcomes
asking, “How clean is the building?”. Its
about results regardless of how often things
are done.

The performance-based contract should be clear about which benefit the buyer values most. In emerging/
expanding markets, economic success and market growth become highly valued benefits. For example,
contracting to gain more, or better, benefits for the company’s customer has great value for the competitive
advantage of the company. Here is a quick summary comparison between the Traditional Task-Based model and
the Performance-Based Contracting model

Feature Comparison
Parameters

Traditional

Performance

Specification of Results

Contractor

Buyer

Risk of non-performance

Buyer

Contractor

RFP Focus

Price

Capability

Worker

System

Job managed by

Buyer

Contractor

Co-employment risk

Buyer

Contractor

Designs the System

Buyer

Contractor

Price reflects specs

No

Yes

Success depends on

How to Manage the PBC Process is a Crucial Understanding
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Managing the PBC
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Successful management of a performance-based relationship can be broken down into the four
distinct building blocks of 1) Preparation, 2) Selection; 3) Transition; and, 4) On-going Management.
Taken together, these strategies comprise the life cycle management of the outsourced service.

1

Preparation
Perhaps the most important phase of life-cycle management is the preparation phase. It is during
this phase that the foundation is put in place to support everything that follows. A misstep here
cannot be easily corrected in subsequent phases.

2

Selection

3

Transition

4

On-going Management

Its all about contractor capability. Performance based contracts are dependent on active input
from both buyer and contractor to be successful. When expectation are shared and negotiated
upfront and a thorough investigation is carried into capabilities and ability to deliver before
awarding the contract, chances of failure are low. Both the buyer and contractor must play their
roles in PBC to achieve the best results. A buyer’s role is not restricted to selecting and handing
over contract.

The transition phase of the contract life cycle provides a jump-start toward a successful
relationship. It requires everyones investment in time and resources during the first 90 days of the
new buyer-contractor relationship. It is intended to identify and reduce the potential for failure,
fine-tune the relationship toward success, involve all staff levels in team building and enhance
communications, and drive a change mentality.

On-going management is an investment in gaining greater quality, savings, staff health and
environmental sustainability throughout the term of the contract. Each element of contract
compliance, performance measurement, process improvement and project management becomes
a drive for long term performance success.

These Building Blocks Break Down Into 14 Process Steps
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The 14 Steps
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Ongoing

Transition

Selection

Preparation

Each of these four building blocks achieve success through several supporting activities. I’ve
summarized these activities in the following PBC Outsourcing 14 Step Process.

1

Benchmark Current Performance

2

Establish Stakeholder Team

3

Pre-Qualify to shortlist

4

Create RFI & RFP Documents

5

Pre-qualification Conference & Tour

6

Vendor Proposal + Verification

7

Reference Verification

8

Vendor Clarification Interview

9

Best and Final Proposal

10

Award

11

12
13
14

Transition

On-Going Performance Measurement
Manage to Improve
Stakeholder Annual Reset

The Results From Following These Steps Can Be Substantial
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So, if you adopt the four building blocks of PBC and their supporting 14 steps, what is the likely
result? Perhaps the following table will highlight the experience of others who have implemented
this buying strategy

A Sampling of Performance-Based
Experience for Selected Industry’s
Sample from
indusry

Starting
SqFt.
Cleanliness
(millions)
Quality

Ending
Cleanliness Quality
Gain
Quality

Cost
Savings
Annually

Life Cycle
Savings

Regional Bank

3.5

28%

70%

42%

$451,000

$2,255,000

Telecom

50

27%

82%

55%

$6,000,000

$32,500,000

University

3.7

69%

75%

6%

$142,000

$710,740

Airline

2.3

42%

78%

36%

$1,300,000

$6,500,000

Tenant Office
Bldg

.759

52%

78%

26%

$131,848

$659,240

Utility/Energy

5.5

50%

70%

20%

$534,000

$2,670,000

Finally, if you are looking for something beyond the old traditional task-based buying model, the
Performance-Based Contracting strategy offers an innovative and powerful alternative.
Want to know if you have a failed, or failing, cleaning program? Go through the list below. If you
checked more than three (3) of these symptoms, it’s time to explore the PBC option.

How Do You Spot a Failing Program?
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Checklist
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Want to know if you have a failed, or failing, cleaning program? Go through the list below. If you
checked more than three (3) of these symptoms, it’s time to explore the PBC option.

No company quality standard or “Brand” in the marketplace
A dirty looking building
Poor building Image
No objective, verifiable metrics
High Visible Soil Load
High Organic Soil Load
An unhealthy indoor environment
A non-extent or ineffective training system
Unsafe working conditions for the building staff
Dissatisfied customers/staff
Budget increases
An environmentally unsustainable service program
High service system carbon footprint
A personal, as opposed to a professional, relationship
Poor contractor accountability
No self-motivating mechanisms to improve contractor performance
You’ve become an industry follower
Few or no LEED innovation points
Unresponsive contractor – difficult to work with
Difficult or little improvement for key performance measures
Limited or no internal or external stakeholder support for your program
Absence of a fact-based, data-driven decision process

A Parting Thought: Grandma’s Garden...
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Performance-based contracts come in quite a variety – like my grandmothers garden. Her garden
contains wonderful flowers, some smell sweet; others just smell. Some develop beautifully; others
wither quickly. Some are bright and seem happy; others look dull and become wilted.
She is constantly weeding that garden and has created a remarkable garden that she is very proud
of and everyone is impressed by. If you’re thinking about the PBC idea, keep this image in mind.
All PBC programs are like my grandmothers garden --- some work and some just smell; and, the all
require attending to.
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